1) **Research Appointments**: We can set up appointments in my office or using teleconference services (Google+, Webex, Skype, FaceTime) or just the telephone. Topic development, bibliographic support, and more.

2) **Student Technology Trainer**— Phone: 1-408-808-2031 - Email: librarytechtrainer@sjsu.edu
   Location: 411 D - 4th Floor of the King Library

3) **Graduate Student Research Lab**: Lower Level of the Library http://library.sjsu.edu/gradlab. Current graduate students must show a valid Tower Card to the Periodicals Desk staff on the library's lower level for the Grad Lab access code. The Grad Lab has lockers for semester-long check out.
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https://catalog.sjlibrary.org/patroninfo/
Problems? Call (408) 808-2326 or email to jeff.frank@sjsu.edu

2) **Set up an account with Interlibrary Services** once you have your a Library account.: https://sjsu.illiad.oclc.org/illiad/logon.html
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Abstract

Precourse nursing students often have difficulty performing medication calculations (MCs). Faculty at one baccalaureate nursing program wanted to use nursing theory to guide the development of a teaching-learning approach related to MCs. Finding a teaching theory related to the topic of MCs, a constructivist-based teaching-learning approach was used instead. The purpose of the study was to assess whether nursing students who received an MC review class that used a teaching-learning approach based on constructivist philosophy had better results on an MC examination than students who received their review via traditional teaching-learning methods. The study participants consisted of two cohorts of first-semester junior-level nursing students from one university-based school of nursing in the Midwestern United States. The results indicated that students in the simulation review class had higher mean scores on an MC examination than students who received their review via more traditional means. Teaching learning strategies related to MCs based on constructivist philosophy have the potential to improve student learning outcomes, but more research is needed before middle range theory related to this critically important area of nursing education can be developed.
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